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COMMISSION MEMORANDUM ON 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN 
THE·EUROPEAN COWAI:JNHY 

IN THE 1990s 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The marked changes characteristic of the 1980's with economic 
restructuring extending into different sectors of activity, ski lis 
changing and evolving, a very different situation as regards 
labour supply, mobl 1 ity and migratory flows wil I, in many ways, be 
accentuated In the socio-economic outlook for the 1990's . Against 
this background the Commission has decided to promote wide sea I e 
discussions on the development of training policies post
compulosry schooling. It is convinced that at both Community level 
and In the Member States, improved training is an essential 
prerequisite for dealing with these' trends. This memorandum is the 
result of In-depth and ·broadranging discussions with the 
tripartite Advisory Committee on Vocational Training at both 
Community and national level. It includes elements of the written 
contributions prepared on a tripartite basis in each of the Member 
States. 

2. This memorandum aims to explore the way ahead for pol icy in this 
area In the Community in the 1990s. It describes the new 
objectives that will become prominent in the coming years, as a 
result of which vocational training pol icy wi 11 assume increasing 
importance. It examines achievements so far in constructing a 
common pol icy on the basis of the 1963 principles, with particular 
reference to the various "act ion" programmes set up s i nee 1985 
with regard to vocational training. Finally it suggests guidelines 
for future Community policy in this area. 

3. The memorandum should be seen in the context of the work programme 
arising out of the Social Charter; this proposed, amongst other 
things, that in 1991 the Commission should bring forward proposals 
for updating the general principles of Community pol icy on 
vocatlon.a.! training, as established by the Counci I Decision of 2 
Apri I 1963. Further discussions have led to the conclusion that 
these principles remain valid in their present formulation. 
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4. Given the current situation the Commission has decided to open up 
the debate on these various issues. t.4ember States and indeed· the 
Community ltsel.f are confronted. by decisions .. which wi-ll be 
significant In endeavours to ensure that human resources play 
their fulL role in constructing the Community, ensuring continued 
economic growth In Europe and creating- a society open to other 
parts of the world. 

5. At the same· time work to examine the future of higher education 
has been In progress. The Commission has just brought out a 
•uemorandum• suggesting guidelines in this area~··including the 
·reinforcement of the alms of research and application of its 
results. The Green Paper also examines how to reinforce the links 
between Industry and higher education- particularly universities 
- by the year 2000. 

6. The aim of this memorandum on vocational training in the European 
Community is therefore to· provide a. basis for a debate on these 
questions. With this end in view it points to key issues·which the 
CommIssIon sees as vIta I . These inc I ude: 

- major socio-economic changes in the 1990s, in particular the 
consequences of the accelerating globalisation of economic 
activities and technologies, as the background for the future 
development of the European Economy; 

- the shape and Increasing pace of technological change in coming 
years and the need to develop new forms of work organisation with 
new requirements for qualifications and human resource 
development; 

-the balance to be achieved between investment in research and 
development to accelerate innovation, and investment in training 
to create a skilled workforce able to use and diffuse innovations, 
particularly for SUEs; 

-regional problems arising from ski I I shortages In various parts 
of the Community: skill potentials poorly adapted to needs for 
growth and innovation, time-lags between declining and new sectors 
of activity, Inadequate basic qualifications, etc.; 

- the positive effects of setting up a European "space" for 
training and education, helping firms to develop new policies for 
using Qualifications, allowing individuals to have access to new 
opportunities for training and mobility, and in which training 
agencies will operate In European rather than national markets. 
The widening of the European Economic Space to include the EFTA 
countries wi I I strengthen these positive effects, given their 
particular experience and Innovation capacities in this field; 

- the mutual knowledge of training systems between the .various 
Member States and the setting up of transeuropean networks for 
Information and exchanges involv~ng providers and decision makers 
In national training and qualifications systems; 
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-the evolving patterns of mobility within and into the Community, 
,·:I th consequences for the. structure and operation of European 
tatour markets. In this connection Community experience and 
capac it las in the training field, already mobilised In PHARE, wi II 
help the countries of Eastern and Central Europa in . their 
adjustment process with regard to training Issues. The 
establishment of the European Training Foundation would improve 
the efficiency and visibility of these efforts. 

7. Moreover, It Is essential to bear In mind that the boundarfes 
between basic education on the one hand and training on the. other 
one a.re gr adua I I y disappearing in many cases. It is c I ear, for 
example, that the competences provided by training are 
increasingly of educational value- particularly in the case of 
social and communication ski lis- whilst basic education provides 
a foundation of competences for later professional life. This 
dynamic interaction between the two areas of training and 
education wi I I be fundamental for the years ahead. Another vital 
question is the "status" of technical education and vocational 
training, In Institutional and financial terms. 

8. The current sItuation of the I abour market in the majority of 
European countries is of great importance. One of the objectives 
should be to improve the impact of training policies on 
unemployment, particularly long-term unemployment. Here two 
aspects are particularly significant. On the one hand, Community 
action, particularly as regards information and exchange of 
expertise, should contribute to the transfer of innovation. On 
the other hand, the aim of raising the l~vel and range of 
qualifications should assist both Individuals and firms to be more 
prepared for economic fluctuations and hence better armed to cope 
with their negative effects, for exampte loss of jobs and 
segmentation of the labour market. 

9. In this attempt to define new guidelines for Community pol icy, the 
balance between integration .and diversity, as expressed in the 
principle of subsidiarity should be preserved. The objectives of 
Integration and diversity are not mutual Jy exclusive, but on the 
contrary need to be seen as complementary. indeed, cultural 
diversity and the considerable variety of education and tr~ining 
systems is typical of Europe as compared with other advanced 
economies. Community pol icy should promote and support the 
synergies and cooperation which wi I I make a virtue of these 
dIfferences. 

10. Thus, In defining the way forward for Community policy it is 
essential both to under I ine the contribution of vocational 
training to the new phases of building Europe and at the same time 
to reinforce and assist action taken by individual Member States. 
Community action on training has two strands: setting common 
objectives to be pursued by Member States and identifying 
objectives and actions to be pursued by the Community to support 
and comp I ement nat iona I· poI i c ies. 
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!.COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES 

The accelerating pace of change 

11. Human resources will be a priority for the 1990s because the 
decade wi I I be characterised by more of the economic restructuring 
which was such a prominPnt feature of recent years. This 
restructuring wi II concern a wide range of economic sectors. At 
the same time the general socio-economic climate will undergo 
rapid change as the Single Market becomes a reality and 
technological change accelerates - with a particularly marked 
effect on the structure of qualifications and their evolution. 

12. In order to prepare for an increasingly turbulent and 
unpredictable environment, firms are making systematic 
preparations and developing key resources for strategic action, 
including technologies, networks, information and human resources. 
Making ful I use of these resources requires foresight and 
pI ann i ng: ad hoc i mprov i sat ion does not work .. Successfu I firms 
realise this and are developing these resources in order to be'· 
able to react quickly to events or opportunities for developmenL, 
as they emerge. 

13. The "globalisation" of firms- already well advanced in some 
technological sectors such as pharmaceuticals, information 
technology, telecommunications and materials gives them a 
stronger and sometimes dominant position in spreading knowledge 
and technology. In this context, human resources become an 
increasingly important factor in competition, both for entreprises 
and national economic systems as a whole. 

14. Uncertainty and turbulence are the essence of the contemporary 
scene- and a capacity for continuing change the key to success. 
This means that it is essential to build up, by means of education 
and training pol icy, the capacity of the workforce to be flexible 
and innovative. European firms should receive the support of 
education and training infrastructures which will nourish such 
capab i I it i es. 

The role of •rntanglble capital• 

15. The socio-economic context of the 1990s wi II be marked by the 
growing role of what might be termed "intangible capital",. without 
which physical capital (machines and equipment) will be 
inefficient. This inc 1 udes not on I y profess iona I qua II f I cations 
and technological competences but also ability to organise and an 
entrepreneurial spirit. European "human capital" Is thus a 
creative and dynamic force in the Community and should be seen as 
a common resource to be deve 1 oped by mob i I i ty, exchanges and 
cooperation. The European space should certainly be seen as a 
forum for competition and as a market, but also as an arena for 
real ising and mobi 1 ising the competences of its citizens and 
workers. 
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16. In the context of global lsation referred to above, enterprises and 
public authorities will be called upon to cooperate. The result 
should be ne't'4 kinds of partnership - notably at community level -
and new Interventions and relationships meeting the needs both of 
economic objectives and social cohesion. 

17. By developing modern and competitive forms of production, and 
developing and using the Qualifications of a well educated and 
trained population, Europe wl I I be able to better manage the 
balance of migratory flows: particularly "brain drain" at the 
higher levels of qualifications and mobility which deprives the 
less developed regions of the qual I fled workers and managers 
needed to develop competitive economic activities. 

Qualifications and work organisation 

18. New techniques of Information, communication, production, 
processing and automatisatton are affecting many jobs and altering 
the qualification profl les in many professions. Europe needs high 
quality performance In developing and using new technologies if it 
Is to face up to International competition. 

19. Modern work organization Is characterised by the erosion of the 
traditional division of labour and by techniques which can be 
adapted to take account of human needs. Modern management styles 
are characterised by more decentral lsation of decision-making 
powers, one aim of which is to strengthen quality control by 
giving more responsibility -to the various levels of staff, down to 
the operational level. The modern worker is thus a collaborator 
capable of_ plannl·ng,- organising and executing his/her work 
au·tonomously. Multiple or· -interlocking qual ificatlons are 
Increasingly needed, where information technology and traditional 

-Ql.l'allflcatlons ·are-· combined to adapt to the new workil:lg 
·conditions. The overal 1- result Is that the content and methods of 

1-nH I a I and cont lnu ing training shout d be chang_ed so that -the_ 
acqu Is I tlon of -techn I ca I skIlls --1 s comb I ned- wIth _ .execu t i.ve and 
·soc I a I competences. 

·20. '·As a result· the·· relati-onships between physical and lntangi-ple 
i·nvestment. -by -firms are ·changing: Without Investment In -·their 
human · resources, and not ab I y. the . qua I If i cat ions of -their 
wor.k.for.ce, they' ·are · unab I e to fuH y exp 1 o It- the- potent I aJ of- new 
.processes·-· of product ion- or to atta-In the standards of 
compet It I vI ty necessary to succeed- In wor I d markets. notab I y _as 
rega·rds quality of ·goods and.servlces.·lnvestment In research ~nd. 

development and investment in training and· quallflcatl_on should 
t-herefore .go hand-In-hand so as to ensure comp lemen.tar l.ty __ and. 
eu lclency. 

·Human resources: .110re -IIIPOrtant ... yet 110re scar.ce 

2.1. ·'In thts~ perspective demography- and migration,.· renewal of the: 
workforce and maintenance of its ski 1 I base are essential factors .. 
The dect·tne in the proportion of young workers means that the 
skIlls of the adu It workforce wi II become more Important: over 80% 
of the workforce of the year 2000· -is a I ready in the 1 abour market, 
·-ttte ·stock of competence needs to be renewed -bY .bet.an 10% - 15S 
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per year , and the annua I entry of young peop I e to the I abour 
market accounts for only 2% of the active workforce. This wi I I put 
heavy pressure on the need to develop the continuing training of 
adults whi 1st at the same time keeping up efforts to improve the 
qual lty of Initial training for young people. 

22. Education and training policies should be adapted to meet 
dIfferent needs from thnse of the I ast thIrty years under the 
cumulative effect of tnree factors, with marked regional 
differences: (a) the decreasing proportion of young people in the 
workforce, (b) the active population- which grew during the 1980s 
-will stabilise from 1995 and then fall during the next thirty 
years, and (c) the retired population wi 11 grow in number, 
particularly from the year 2000. Together, these factors wi I I lead 
to a progressive inversion of dependency ratios as inactive 
Individuals (retired and children) begin to outweigh -those of 
working age. These changes mean that training needs wi I I come to 
extend beyond a single period and that the concepts of continuing 
and recurrent education wil 1 move up the agenda, in the context of 
a changing life cycle. 

Training and QUalification of women 

23. Demographic evolution means that equal opportunities in access to 
training and in the kind of training opportunities offered to the 
female workforce will becomemore significant, particularly for 
women returning to the labour market. In a context of tight labour 
markets the problem of training and employment for women will 
become a priority: women will receive more offers of qualified 
employment, raise their level of professional qualification and 
have access to a greater diversity of jobs. These objectives must 
be taken Into account with regard to training and when developing 
training courses as wei I as when designing and implementing 
company training. 

24. Within the Community girls and young women should be supported and 
encouraged to enter higher-quality jobs, which wi I I require longer 
training and higher qualifications. ·countries which find the best 
solutions to these questions wi I I possess a considerable advantage 
In meeting the problem of skills shortages, which will be a new 
and characteristic feature of the labour market of the 1990s. 

Skills shortages 

25. The labour market in the Member States has been suffering from a 
relatively new phenomenon currently known as ski lis shortages. 
This Is a new challenge for education and training pol icy - to 
resolve the paradox of a high unemployment rate coinciding with a 
lack of ski I led workers. 

26. Analysis of this worrying phenomenon requires an inter-linked 
approach at the macro-economic, region a I and sector a I I eve Is. The 
Commission has undertaken such an analysis and the first results 
have appeared recently in the 1991 report on employment in Europe. 
It is not simply a question of overall quantitative imbalance 
between demand and supply since shortages have developed alongside···· 
a persistently high level of unemployment- particularly long-term 
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unemploymen~. On ~he contrary, fac~ors ~hlch Influence 
quan~l~atlve and quall~atlve Imbalances between training and 
amp I oyment need to be hie en i n~o account such as: dernogr aphy, 
mobl I lty, ~echnologlcal change, lack of Initial ~raining and 
absence or weakness of forward planning which llml~s the abl I lty 
to promote continuing training. 

27. Community analysis will in particular need to focus on a certain 
number of Indicators which help to define the levels of ski lis 
shortages (global and sectoral shortages, regional distribution, 
specific professional situations). Cooperation at Community level 
will need to focus not only on the kind of solutions- short and 
long term avai labia for improving training capacities and 
~echniques, but also on appropr late forms of work organization, 
skIll needs and ways and means of fu I I y exploItIng in the 
production processes the potential of the available 
qua I If teat Ions. 

SUEs and the single market 

28. In recent years the role and Importance of small and medium 
enterprises as a source of new jobs and as a pi liar of regional 
deve·l.opment has been under I 1 ned. SMEs account for over 80% of 
Community businesses but the vast majority do not develop training 
plans for their staff and are therefore a priority area for 

-Community action, particularly as a predominant element of 
economic growth In less developed regions. In certain sectors they 
wll I need to develop strategies for Innovation, for attaining the 
critical size necessary for economies of scale (without however 
adopting to organizational models of large firms), and developing 
specialised niches, In the market. 

29. It follows that If SUEs are·.to ga.in full benefit from the single 
market, It will be necessary to develop training pol icles which 
meet their specific needs. To master the special challenges of the. 
slngl~ market they will need to develop their training activities 
within . the constral·nts of time, ·money,· and their specific. 
operating conditions. 

30~ One of the main factors· in the success of .SMEs in creating 
employment. Is their f.lexiblllty ·i-n adapt-Ing to.market conditions ... 

· SUEs w II· I thus have to take Into account not on I y l.oca I·, .r~g iona I, 
and .. national factors but Increasingly the· Impact of the Single 
Ma.rket when developIng strateg i.es. 

·Towards a· European market for qualifications and training 

31. Community policies for professional qualifications should be seen 
in the framework of a doub.le political objective: ensuring free 
movement of workers and deve·lop ing common pol i c les. for vocat iona I 
training. Actions taken should add up to a Communi-ty strategy for 
ensurtng the transparency and efficiency of the "European market 
of qualifications" which is already beginning to emerge, and which 
after 1992 should constitute one of the central poles for· human 
resources policies. This means that the required qualifications 
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and competences, mobi llty of Individuals, and enterprise 
recruitment and management policies should evolve with a view to 
this European dimension of the qual lflcations market. 

32. It is Important to bear in mind that this approach should not 
simply be developed with a view to facilitating geographical and 
inter-sectoral mobl I ity. Accessing qualifications from a European 
standpoint will become essential In many occupational fields as 
the single market becomes a reality- even if predictions of the 
immediate creation of a single European labour market are 
exaggerated. 

33. This means that the Community will have to make new arrangements 
to ensure transparency In the description of qualifications 
obtained in the Member States. This gradual emergence of a 
European dimension of qualifications, as yet not well defined, 
reflects the formative stages of a "European space for training 
and qualifications" which wi II lead those responsible (public 
authorities, enterprises and individuals) to change their 
perception and behaviour. Comparable information at Community 
level on professional qualifications acquired via training, 
continuing training and years of experience is in the interest 
both of employees and employers. Whilst the Community will need to 
allow for significant differences between Member States in the 
ways of acqu1r1ng qualifications and the various ways of 
val !dating competences acquired In the labour market, it wi I I also 
need to encourage European-level cooperation to ensure progress in 
defining the problems and the methods for tackling them. 

34. Training on offer should equally develop a European dimension. 
Currently there Is not one but a variety of training markets, for 
which mutual exchanges of information and transparency should be 
sought. If Community objectives are to penetrate the whole range 
of training systems, 1 inks should be established in the form of 
trans-European networks(1) g1v1ng each training operator or 
pol Icy maker access to the necessary information on the situation 
and Innovations in other Member States. The examples of the 
EURYDICE network for education systems or the role of the CEDEFOP 
and specialized research institutions in the Member States as a 
platform for exchanging information on vocational training show 
the results that can be achieved by developing information and 
mutual understanding of systems. Such trans-European networks 
shou I d be pursued on a decent r a I i sed basis, using the potentia I 
created by action programmes, such as the UETPs University -
Enterprise Training Partnership, under the COMETT programme. 

Continued training Vounded on lnltl&l vocational tr&lnlng 

35. Acquiring, maintaining and expanding professional qualifications 
is part and parcel of training systems where training and work are 
ciosely I inked. This is a learning process which should continue 
throughout working life. Vocational training designed with an eye 
to the needs of the labour market is therefore in the interests 
both of the economy and of individual workers. It should aim to 
supply a range of knowledge and skills of long-term value which 
give both the necessary technical skills and the capacity to 
change. The objective of the PETRA programme decided by the 
Council of giving all young people who so wish at least one and if 

(1) COM (90) 585 of 10/12/90 
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possible two years of vocational training after the officiai 
school-leaving age should be seen In this context. This means 
action to develop the potential of young people and to favour 
"sandwich" training so as to ensure the closest possible I ink 
between education and firms. 

36. In this way, modern training needs to be organised so as to ensure 
that mathodologlcal and social s!ci lis as well as the abi I ity to 
continua self-motivated learning are an Integral part of 
vocational training, laying the foundations for future continued 
training and learning at the wor!cplace. Only If the private sec~or 
ta!cas on rasponslbll ities in the organisation of vocational 
training, and If the social partners participate actively, can 
work and learning be linked in a practical manner and the t>Jorid of 
wor!c given a proper place In vocational training programmes. 

37. For continuing training the valua of dlvarslfied systems has been 
provad: the multlpl lcity of training organisations and programmes 
Is In ful 1 accord with tha principle of tha market economy. Firms, 
training associations, privata and public institutions and in 
particular the universities should offer a range of training 
opportunities. Transparency is thus a sine qua non of the market 
for continued training. Equally necessary is the definion of long
term objectives by a process of concertation and eventual Jy 
consensus between all those concerned. Continuing training is in 
the Interests of the employee as much as the firm. The latter 
should take on as far as possible the responsibility for financing 
and where possible organising training related to its own needs. 
The responsibility of each employee for his/her own training, and 
the firm's responsibility for continued development of the stoc~ 

of qualifications of its staff should be encouraged. Individual 
motivation and enterprise responsibility are two factors to take 
Into account hera, including in the definition of public policies. 
The COiil1illsslon proposal on "access to continuing training" as 
foreseen in the programma of work of the Social Charter, wi II 
provide the occasion for a new breakthrough on a Question which is 
vital for the future of European competitiveness. 

38. Vocational training, particularly continuing training, is an area 
In which the social partners play an active- and often leading
role. A reinforcement of this role and closer relationships 
between the socio-economic world, firms and educational 
institutions at all levels are necessary in the context of the 
qualifications chal lange and forward-looking training strategies. 
At the level of tha Community the active participation of the 
social partners, and in particular the important contribution of 
the Joint Opinions on Education and Training in the framewor:' of 
the Social Dialogue are fundamental to the pol icy orientations of 
the Commission. 

39. In the debate it is equally important to take into account the 
rasponsibll lties which fal I to the social partners in the 
framework of collective bargaining, and the links between 
bargaining agreements and public intervention at national and 
Community level, within the perspective of the inherent 
responslbi I ity of the social partners for matters such as work 
organisation and vocational training. 
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II. ACHIEVE~ENTS Of~~ ~OLICV AT ~UNITV LEVEL 

A progresslv& build-up 

40. The Community policy on vocational training has developed step-by
step with the growth of the Community itself. This progressive 
growth of Community poi Icy was recognised legally by the Court of 
Justice (Gravler, 13 February 1985). Training pol icy has also been 
developed In close cooperation with other high priority Community 
actions, such as structural, and research and development 
policies, and the establishment of transeuropean networks. 

41. Article 128 of the Treaty is the legal basis for Community pol icy 
on vocational training. It provides for the establishment of a 
common policy on the basis of general principles established by 
the Counci I on a proposal by the Commission. The Treaty leaves 
open posslbl I I ties for future development without laying down 
over-strict definitions. The first concrete application of the 
artIcle was the decIsion of 2 Apr i I 1963 setting out genera I 
principles for a Community policy on vocational training. At the 
same time the statutory tripartite Advisory Committee on 
Vocational Training was created with the role of assisting the 
Commission to implement that pol icy. 

42. From 1985 successive Judgements by the Court of Justice clarified 
the rules: confirmation of freedom of access to training courses 
In another Member State without discrimination on grounds of 
nationality (articles 7 and 128 of the Treaty); confirmation of a 
wide-ranging definition of vocational training, including higher 
education; confirmation of the progressive constitution of 
Community pol icy on vocational training; confirmation that the 
CommIssIon cou 1 d propose to the Counc i 1 programmes w i t h 
significant budgetary consequences. 

43. The review carried out during 1990 and 1991 with the Advisory 
Committee on Vocational Training have led to the conclusion that 
the general principles set out in 1963 remain valid as a general 
framework of reference. However, changes since 1963 make it 
necessary to define new objectives at Community level, in 
particular to ensure the increasing development of a European 
dimension in the field of qualifications and training. 

44. The development of a "European market for qualifications and 
training" will necessitate Community measures to regulate this 
market, In particular to improve its transparency and efficiency. 
Measures will also have to be taken to widen access to training 
for all workers at Community level. The Community wi I I also need 
to develop Its capacity to cover not only mutual recognition of 
diplomas, but also qualifications, in order to ensure the 
transparency of the European labour market and permit free 
movement. 
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45. An essential point of departure for Community action is the 
recognition of the diversity of education and training systems of 
Member States, which unanimously reject any attempt to :mpose 
blanket harmonization on them. This would in any case be 
counterproductive for the development of the Community because the 
diversity of educational systems and of culture reflect a strength 
which should be pressrved in the building of Europe. 

46. From this starting-point Community training pol Icy has bean built 
on the following principles: 

-> co-ordlnailon of policies: the general principles <".r.d common 
frameworks of Councl I decisions setting up action pro~r~~~e~ 

provide the basis for relevant coordination of Member State 
policies in each domain of action. 

->convergence of lnltatlves: the Council decisions set up in each 
domain a frameworf( of common objectives which lead to a gradual 
convergence of national arrangements on the basis of initatives 
taken by Member States. 

->transnational cooperation: transnational cooperation Is encou
raged between the various responsible parties in vocational 
training. This cooperation is reaching a level at which one can 
begin to talf( seriously of a European training and qualificaticns 
market. in terms of the mob iIi ty of persons and the trl'lnsfer of 
training programmes with induced effects on national arrange~ents 

and workers' ski lis Including those workers who are not actually 
mob lie. 

47. To this should be added the significant role of procedures of 
concertatlon and the bodies involved in it, both member States and 
social partners. By its very nature vocational training rei ies on 
consultation between public authorities, employers and unions, the 
exact recipe varying with national practice. Community action 
helps to reinforce and systematise this consultation both in 
managing Community activities (ACVT, programme committees, social 
dialogue) and in Member States (national organs for follow-up, 
evaluation, participation of the social partners in projects). 

48. These basic approaches in the development of Community pol icy on 
vocational training have contributed to a forward-looking 
conception of subsidiarity, based not only on normative 
distinctions between areas of competence but rather on interaction 
between Community and national policies. This is an important 
point to build on In the 1990s, particularly in the context of 
current thought on how to improve the efficiency of policies at 
both Member State and Community level. 

49. The second half of the Eighties was characterised by the adoption 
of successive Counc i I decisions based on Art i c 1 e 128, g i v i ng a 
wider lnterpretat ion of the competences based on that text, and 
leading to the establishment of Community action programmes in the 
field of vocational training and work on the comparabi 1 ity of 
vocational qualifications. 
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50. The setting up of these programmes represents an essential stage 
In the construction of Community policy In the areas fixed by 
Council decisions. The memorandum of the Commission of 21 August 
1990 on rationalisation and coordination of vocational training 
programmes at Community level established a frameworK for 
Improving efficiency. 

Council decisions 

51. Each programme of action Is generally based on a Council decision 
based on the following common characteristics: 

1. common guidelines to promote convergence of initatives taKen by 
and In Member States In relation to national arrangements; 

2. transnational measures at Community level which support the 
Council guide I ines and promote transnat iona I cooperat·ion; 

3. evaluation procedures covering the operations under each 
programme and relationships with other interacting initatives, 
bringing out the Community dimension as such and the I inKs with 
Member State policies; 

4. an advisory progranme committee to help programme development 
and follow-up, on which the social partners sit as observers. 

52. This coherent approach to the structure of action programmes forms 
part of the effort to rationalise and coordinate, and underpins 
the common pol icy of the cooperating bodies, involving both Member 
States and the social partners. The participation of both ensures 
transparency and follow-up. TaKen together, these procedures and 
forma I structures are an import ant factor in poI icy deve I opment 
and respect for the principle of subsidiarity. 

Transnational measures 

53. The action programmes include measures partly financed by the 
Community, whose aim Is to develop the transnational character of 
training programmes and systematise cooperation between the 
responsible European bodies in the training field. These measures 
have progressive I y gathered momentum and are now each based on 
networKs of sever a I hundred operators at nat iona I, reg iona I and 
local levels who translate into action the objectives of the 
programmes. This transnational cooperation is developing at 
several levels: exchange of information, establishment of common 
frameworks of reference, exchanges and mobi I ity of trainers, 
trainees and organizers, permanent partnerships, Joint projects or 
establishment of transeuropean networtks of communication and open 
and distance learning. 

Transparency of the labour. market 

54. To open up I abour marKets the first thrust has been the mutua I 
recognition of diplomas and degrees so as to promote access to the 
profess ions subject to regu 1 at ions in other Member States. The 
Counci I Directive on the general system for recognition of 
qualifications acquired after at least three years of university 
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education was a very Important step forward. The extension of such 
arrangements to regulated professions at other levels of training 
Is currently being examined In the Council. 

55. Work on the comparabl llty of vocational training Qualifications at 
"Qualified worker" level Is continuing faster following the 
approach accepted In the Council decision (91/C109/01, 
December 1990), and may be finished by the end of 1992. Member 
States have been asked to produce reports evaluating the 
usefulness of this approach and its implementation. This wi II 
enable the Commission to bring forward during 1992 new proposals 
with regard to qualifications. 

56. Moreover, the deve 1 opment of a European d 1 mens I on of QUa I if i
catlons, Itself pushed by the Single Market, Is underpinned by 
various strands of the Community's lnltatlves and action 
programmes. A new area of CommunI ty act i v 1 t y Is dave I opIng 
forecasting of skill needs and Identification of ski lis shortages 
-to provide new data on which to build training and employment 
policy for the European labour market. 

Structural action 

57. Five priority objectives have been establ !shed for Community 
action under the structural funds appl led since 1988 in the 
context of the general reform of structural pol icy. Priority 
actions for the European Social Fund -are support for vocational 
training, -labour market services and the stimulation of 
Independent employment. The result has been.the adoption of 
CommunIty Support Frameworks (CSFs) for each objectIve, each 
providing significant financial help. 

·58. The "ainounts earmarked for Socia I Fund ,measures under the Commun-ity , . 
·support frameworks estab·lished on~31 December 1990 are_ allocated. 

as follows, at 1989 prices: 

--·Object lve ·1 regions: ECU 9 813-mi'll ion for. 1989-93 
Object tve 2: ECU 983 mi II ion. for 1989-91 
Object lves 3 and 4 not· Included In ObjeCt lve 1: 

ECU 4 128 mi Ilion. for 1990-92 
Objective 5(b): ECU 436 million for 1989-93. 

With respect· to the .main Social-- Fund objectives, namely 
Object~ves 3 and 4, . assistance Is- granted in line with the 
priorities -and financial· brackets laid down in the Community 
support frameworks, particularly as regards the relative weight 

- ascribed to the various· categor1es .(young people, Long-term 
unemployed workers, vulnerable groups) and the various types of 
training (basic training, advanced technology, transnational 
operations, etc.), but also as regards the balance maintained 
between Objectives 3 and 4. 

The aim of the campaign against. long~term unemployment Is to 
direct the unemployed towards higher Qual iflcatlons by a variety 
of operations:· making the most of local employment development 
potentia I , recruItment cri as, ··aids for setting up se If -emp I oyed 
activities, and training for women returning to the labour market. 

~ . .. . -
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The a lm wl th respect to the occupat iona I integration of young 
people is to help them find their first stable employment. The 
Social Fund supports operations covering basic training related to 
work experience on the job or in appropriate centres, training 
requiring the use of new technologies, recruitment aids for newly 
created stable jobs, and aid for setting up self-employed 
activities. 

The campaign against long--.erm unemployment and the occupational 
Integration of young people accounts for about 60% of the Social 
Fund resources committed under the Community support frameworks 
established for all objectives. Objectives 3 and 4 account 
for 40% of available resources in developing regions, and 
nearly 80% of the resources the Fund can allocate to the rest of 
the Community. 

This concentration of Social Fund resources on. Objectives 3 and 4 
corresponds to the regulations which established the campaign 
against long-term unemployment and the occupational integration of 
young people as Social Fund priorities. 

In the case of Objective 1, Social Fund action can be classified 
in three main categories: 

continuing training operations representing about 70% of Social 
Fund Activities in regions covered by Objective 1; 

basic training operations accounting for about one quarter of 
the programmes funded by the Social Fund in these regions; 

reinforcing retraining structures (training for instructors). 

In regions in industrial dec I ine (Objective 2), ESF funding is 
mainly directed to the development of productive activities, 
especially in smal I and medium-sized enterprises (SUEs) and 
operations aimed at supporting technological training. 

In the context of rural development, the Social Fund co-finances 
training and employment in the economic sectors supported by the 
EAGGF and the ERDF. 

59. This structural action has been reinforced by the recent adoption 
of a series of Community human resources lnitatives (EUROFORM for 
new qualifications and new employment opportunities, NOW for 
women's training, and HORIZON for disabled people). These 
supplementary interventions are currently being implemented in 
cooperation with the Member States. The aim of these initatives is 
to bring about closer links between these structural actions and 
Community training policies and action programmes for vocational 
training (notably FORCE and EUROTECNET). 

60. To be eligible for these initiatives actions must meet the 
following financing criteria of the ESF and ERDF (the total 
contribution of the Structural Funds (ESF and ERDF) is estimated 
at 600 MECU of which 300 MECU for EUROFORM, 120 MECU for NOW and 
180 MECU for HORIZON). The rate of funding, which varies depending 
on the region which is promoting and the specific nature of the 
action proposed generally amounts to 45% of eligible expenditure, 
this percentage being Increased to 65% in Objective 1 regions. 
Projects are selected by the competent national authorities 
(Ministries of Employment and Labour) in accordance with criteria 
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Jointly agreed with the Commission. The Member States must submit 
their applications In the form of operational programmes or global 
grants. Forty-three operational programmes were presented to the 
Commission by the Member States in June/July 1991 for the period 
up to the end of 1993. 

61. Programmes must be transnational In character, thereby enabling 
transfer of know-how and must Integrate with at least one partner 
from an ObJective 1 region (except for the "disadvantaged" section 
of HORIZON). There are other priority criteria which do not 
necessarily have to ·be combined I.e. the exemplary and multiplier 
effect which al tows the dissemination of good practice to at I the 
activities financed by the Structural Funds In the field of 
training and employment; associ at ion with Community programmes 
FROCE, EUROTECNET, LEDA, ERGO, (EUROFORt.t), ILE, IRIS and the 
CHILDCARE network· (NOW), HELlOS, HANDYNET and POVERTY Ill 
(HORIZON); and innovation in fields not so far adequately covered 
by the Structural Funds. 

62. Overall coherence should be sought In the implementation of the 
Polley and act ton guidelines set out in· thIs memorandum. Act ions 
In favour of economic competitiveness and actions reinforcing 
social cohesion should be mutually supportive and enriching, with 
the particular aim of transferring innovations in methods and 
management. This should also facilitate cost control in order to 
obtain the best value for money from Community and t.tember State 
resources allotted to training. 

Key advantages of Community policy 

63. The Community action programmes of the last few years have made It 
possible· to develop new networks (national coordlnat lng bodies, 
operating groups such .as the UETPs under COt.tETT) which. are. In 
fact decision-making, Intermediary bodies to pursue .new obJectives 
and In sett lng up transnat lona I operatIons. Eva luat.lon ot these 
networks· shows how they have contr lbuted .to the development of a 
CommunIty dimension amongst ·particIpants ·who.se 1 nterests ·a I ready 
lay· In that direction (e.g. unlversi·tles), or· how they have 
created Community activities in· areas unti I recently I ittle 
Involved (e.g. St.tEs). In financial and·human resource terms, these 
act ion programmes (partnerships, joint projects, networks) have 
mobilised add-on human and financial investments, in support of 
spec I f·J c CommunIty obJectIves, with the widespread partIcIpation 
o·f public authorities, regional bodies; and· enterprises.· A 
mult~pller effect of Community contributions has resulted. 

The achievements of the social dialogue 

64. Since the Working Group on Education and Training was set up in 
January 1989 it has worked well and produced tangible results in 
the form of a Joint Opinion on education and training for yo1mg 
people (26 January 1990) and a proposed work programme to follow 
up this Initial result. This further work ted to the adoption of a 
new Joint Opinion on the transition of young people from school to 
working life for young people. A fourth Joint Opinion on the 
question of ways of enabling the greatest possible access to 
continuing training In firms was adopted in October 1991. 
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65. The follow-up to these Joint Opinions wi I I be an important 
catalyst for progress at national level. They represent a form of 
agreement on joint action by the social partners to stimulate 
debate at all appropriate levels allocate and the relevant 
responslbl I ity to alI parties. New extensions to the social 
dialogue have also been accepted on two further essential themes: 
qualification and certification, and women and training. 

66. The process of social dialogue Is of value in a field of action 
which by its nature belongs first and foremost to the social 
partners and depends on progress made In collective bargaining 
agreements. The results obtained In the Joint Opinions of the last 
two years are a solid basis for further bargaining agreements at 
national level, and for ensuring links between collective 
·bargaining and the Initiatives developed by the Community, notably 
with reference to access to continuing training. 



67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

DUD. GUIDEliNES F~ T~~ 1990s 

By launching this debate on which particular aspects of vocational 
training to promote during the 1990's, the Commission is well 
aware of the need to respond to and support the structural changes 
currently taking place. If the Community Is to be competitive the 
changes must be facilitated through the provision of the necessary 
support measures. And yet at the same t fme, in the Interest of 
social cohesion, it is necessary to I imit or avoid some of the 
more adverse effects of these changes in terms of the labour 
market. The decade which has just begun wi II be a period of great 
chang,e in industrial processes in the various sectors and· in the 
functioning of the qualifications market. It Is therefore 
particularly important to deal with the key issues in some depth 
in the memorandum, and to find answers to the various questions 
facing all ~ember States, which are I isted below. 

Discussions on lntial training for young people, which were a 
major concern in the 1980's, have certainly lost none of their 
interest today as we witness a gradual increase in the skills 
levels demanded of Job-seekers and the increased difficulties 
encountered by those who fa I led to complete Initial training. How 
can Improvements In the quality of training, gradual convergence 
and partnerships between training systems and enterprise to 
develop ·sandwich· courses, Improvements In the baste skills 
provIded for young peop I e, the I Ink: between In It I a I traIn f.ng and 
the development of continuing training be made key aspects of the 
future? 

The labour market situation in the various Community countries 
shows that the highest unemployment rates and the persistence of a 
high level of long-term unemployment are increasingly linked to 
qualitative factors resulting from the mismatch between firms' 
ski II needs (stressed by all the employers organisations) and the 
skills avai iable in the work force. The creation of jobs and the 
knock-on effects on the level of unemployment are thus closely 
I inked to the Impact made on training policies on the "quality" of 
the work force in terms of ski II levels in keeping with modern 
methods of work organization. Similarly, the changes taking place 
In industries, particularly in the sectors most subject to world 
competition, call both for the creation of medium-term plans, 
particularly to cover ski I I needs, and for joint efforts to 
provide retraining. How can the /Inks between training, structural 
change and the labour market situation be more effectively 
dominated In the light of a// these Issues? 

The exploitation of investments in Research & Development and the 
dissemination of innovation throughout the economy, in particular 
in sectors exposed to worldwide competition rely heavily on 
activities designed to improve skills. The combating of skills 
shortages, changes in qualifications and work organisation areal I 
part and parce I of competitiveness nowadays. I ncr eased access to 
training for alI workers throughout their working I ife is one of 
the prerequisites for these changes. How can activities be stepped 
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up In connection wtth qualifications, /Inks between 
policy and the overall economic strategies of firms and 
the design and financing of training policies for all 
salary-earners and for the unemployed? 

training 
regions, 
wage-and 

71. ·From what has been observed the way in which fIrms have been 
organized and how the labour market has funct ionned in recent 
years. The answer to these different questions is underpinned by 
an aggressIve thrust towards structura I adapt at ion. It is those 
countries with the mostly decisively forward-looking and dynamic 
attitudes towards structural change which have been most 
successful In combating unemployment levels. Conversely, it is 
those countries, which have been the least ~repared for and open 
to these qualitative changes that are experiencing more marked and 
lasting mismatches between supply and demand for Jobs accompanied 
by the gradual emergence of persistent exclusion from the labour 
market.and a consequent upswing in long-term unemployment. 

B. Community Action 

Underpinning Community action 

72. It is beyond question that Community po~icy on vocational training 
has reached a new stage of its development. The challenges now are 
without doubt greater and more complex than any previously faced. 
The different challenges analysed in this paper show th&~ 

investment in training at all levels should grow in quantity and 
quality. AI lowing for what should be done at national and 
Community level, the chal lange can only be met by increased 
cooperation-and convergence between all parti.cipants- whether 
public authorities, enterprises or educational institutions. 

73. The new condItions facing the European Community under I i ne the 
Importance of developing human resources, particularly by means of 
vocational training. Human resources should be developed from two 
points of view: economic competitiveness on the one hand, and 
economic and social cohesion on the other. Training, especially 
continuing training, will play a central and vital role in the 
development of an active society able to cope with economic, 
technological, cultural and social change; able to face the 
challenges from outside the EEC area; and able to develop the 
concept of European citizenship. The quality and level of 
education and training I ies at the heart of Community 
preoccupations, and the same is true for alI Member States. 

74. Developing a Community pol icy on vocational training i.s necessary 
if the Community Is to succeed in priority economic sectors vital 
to the future. The sectoral actions by the Community to improve 
its capacity to compete on world markets, are I ikewise dependent 
on the development of human resources as an ingredient for 
success. 

75. The strategy for developing human resources also plays a role in 
strengthening the Community's world role, as witnessed by the 
growing I inks with other countries and regions. Improved external 
cooperation in the field of education and training is a basic 
foundation for reciprocal advantage and influence. 
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76. These external relations enrich mutual kno~ledge, thereby building 
up the cultural and social understanding which enables political, 
technological and commerical I inks to be established. At the same 
time they strengthen outside understanding of the Community, its 
institutions, operations and objectives, and comparisons with the 
Institutions of other countries or economic regions enriches the 
act ion of the CommunIty I tse.tf. 

77. Relations are now being worked out between the training 
Institutions In the Community area and those In other countries, 
notably through specific arrangements whereby the EFTA countries 
take part In the Community's action programmes. These external 
.requests ·for .participation are proving to be cons.lderable in 
volume and rich In content. 

78. A long these I lnes cooper.at i ve act ion has now 'been developed with 
Centra I and Easter·n .Europe., for whom the development of human 
resources Is key to moves towards a market economy, EFTA countries 
In the .steps towards a European Economic Space, the United States, 
the Sovl~t Union and other Th~rd countries or international 
organ I sat l·ons :such as OECD and the ILO. As regar-ds collabo·rat i·on 
with the countries of Central and ~astern ~uropeJ the creation of 
the European Train.lng ·Foundation would pr.ov·ide the framework for 
an improved assessment of needs and invest~nts. 

Respecting subsldlarlty 

79. Respect ··,for. ·the prlnci:ple ·o·f subsidiarity imp~ Les c'l·ear 
ldentlflcation.of responsi'bllitJes and measures at each lev.el. 
especially those arising out of Member States' domestic action and 
those which may be taken up by the Commission by virtue of 
Community competence and the particular role of catalyst which 
falls to it. This in turn means defining the main pol icy 
objectives to be pursued at Community level in the area of 
vocational training and the added value which can be. brought to 
Member States' own policies and activities by Community action. 

80. From this perspective a double change is in train: innovation and 
research (which often give rise to new needs for training) and the 
provision of training itself by firms or training organisations 
are developing increasingly as Community-wide as wei I as national 
activities. 

81. In other words, transnational training is beginning to overlay 
and Influence national training markets. Thus the operators 
Involved In Community vocational training programmes are 
Increasingly multinational European firms, partnerships between 
firms and professional organisations pursuing Community 
objectives, territorial groupings participating in multi-regional 
European actions, or transnational partnerships of training 
organisations. The organisation of actions must have a Community 
dimension. 
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82. The economic conditions of the 1990s and the realisation of the 
single market are bringing into the open new stakes for Community 
poi icy on vocat lonal training. This policy should be developed 
around the objectives in the areas of activity Identified by the 
Memorandum on the coordination and rationalisation of action 
programmes adopted by the Commission in August 1990. The central 
objectives for Community training policy can be grouped under 
three headings: INVESTMENT, IMPROVEMENT, TRANSPARENCY. 

83. Increased Investment In training: the Member States and the 
Community should make greater efforts invocational training if 
they are to be able to cope with the economic, technological and 
soc i a I changes of the NInetIes and reduce reg I on a I disparIties. 
Access to and participation In appropriate vocational training 
should be made easier. This means supplying all young people with 
a broadly based and acknowledged professional qualification in 
order to facilitate their transition to working life and entry 
Into the labour market, and developing opportunities for access to 
training throughout working I ife. It Is equally necessary to 
forecast skill needs, given the increasing speed and complexity of 
change In qualifications and competences. Entry and reentry to the 
Community labour market should thus become easier, both from an 
occupational and social viewpoint. 

84. Improving the quality of training: the qua I i ty and hence the 
practical results of training and education systems will have to 
be Improved to meet the explosion In training needs, notably by 
exchange of Information and experience In this area. Such 
exchanges at Community level should be based on Increased 
transnational mobility of trainers and trainees. The development 
of European distance learning systems also comes under this 
heading, since its long-term aim is that each citizen of Europe 
and each firm should have access to the ful 1 range of potential 
European training capacities related to the subject of their 
interest. 

85. Ensuring transparency: equal access to vocational training should 
not only be established by removing alI discrimination on grounds 
of nationality, but also practically and explicitly encouraged. 
The Community should ensure genuine transparency of the training 
market and recognition of the training courses avai !able. 
Diplomas, certificates and qualifications should be clearly 
recognised and mutually acknowledged. Cooperation between 

.providers should lead to more training activities and professional 
Itineraries worked out at Community level, and mutually 
recognised. Similarly, trans-European networks should be set up to 
connect national databases and to inter I ink, at the European 
level, training providers and decision-makers. 

86. These new stages in Community policy should .build on what has 
already been achieved, using the networks already. established by· 
the act ion programes and by the European Soc I a 1· Fund - wh·i ch are 
in fact unique structures with· a genuine Community dimension. The 

.mutual enrichment of national -systems is .well under way, 
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panlcularly In the framGoor!t of COmmunity action programmes. In 
fu~ure there shou I d be greater concert at ion and cooper at ion in 
this area, supported by efficient and decentralissd management of 
Community programmes. 

87. During the last few }'ears the means allocated by the Community to 
policy and action programmes In the area of vocational \:raining 
have sharply increased although they are still limited compared to 
those available to structural pol icy and R & D pol icy. This is 
clear evidence of the priority given to human resources in the 
Community's overall strategy. 

88. However, the effect of these actions Is heavily dependent on their 
impact on structural problems in the Member States, which are 
likely to change rapidly during the 1990s. In a nutshell, the 
financial investments made in Member States and by the Community 
to make progress towards the above objectives wi I I be more 
eHiclent if action is taken in three directions: better 
evaluation, Improved coherence, and continually improving 
concenat ion. 

89. Evaluation systems, conceived and set up Jointly with Member 
States, should lead to greater emphasis on the real impact and 
value of Community actions to achieve common objectives. This 
clarity of Community action is important at a time when all 
partIcIpants (fIrms, organ I sat ions, soc I a I partners, pub I i c 
authorities, regions) are see!ting to develop a Community dimension 
In their activities. The Council decision to include evaluation 
and follow-up in each of these programmes should contribute to 
this end. Evaluation will be coordinated with measures taken by 
the competent authorities in Member States, and defined and 
implemented in close collaboration with them. One of the aims wil I 
be to analyse the effects of Community actions on national pol icy 
and practice, with particular reference to the general objectives 
already described, thus promoting innovation in the management and 
planning of programmes and coordination at national level. 

90. Effective I inks between vocational training pol icy and other 
Community human resource policies is another component of 
progress. The aim of the Commission is to serve better convergence 
of objectives between those of vocational training policy and 
those in other areas such as economic competitiveness, and 
structural action (notably by structural funds) to promote 
economic and social cohesion. To this end an overview framework 
has been set up to rationalise the various initatives taken by the 
Commission in fields such as the vocational training action 
programmes, training activity in the framework of struc~urnl 

policies, and the promotion of human capital and mobility in the 
framework programme of research and development. Improved means of 
cooper at ion with Member States are needed 1 f these measures of 
rationalisation and coordination are to be fully effective. 
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..i1. Similar iy the Commission intends In future to establish· closer 
I inks bu.ween human resource development and its objectives in 
developing competitiveness in certain, particularly industrial, 
sectors. This lies behind the guidelines set for Community 
industrial pol icy and the debates on the future of certain 
sectors. Community action programmes in the field of vocational 
training with horizontal effects should also take into account the 
sectoral dimension, particularly ~lth regard to skills shortages 
and retaining measures in order to bring about better Integration 
of ~orkers · competences into efforts to develop European 
competltivlty and realise the beneficial effects of the single 
market and EMU. 

92. The working method adopted for the preparation of this document on 
guidelines for the 1990s has shown how fruitful concertation both 
with Member States and the social partners can be. The principles 
of subsidiarity and diversity- both with particular implications 
for training and education - mean that greater exchanges between 
Member States are essential for defining priorities, faci I itating 
convergence where appropriate, and promoting experimentation both 
In Member States and in Community activities. 

93. The Community should contribute to the development of dialogue 
between the social partners at Community level, through which they 
can express their agreement on the development of training as part 
of the construction of Europe, and also develop their own action. 

94. These challenges facing the Community may well seem immense. The 
Idea of a Europe of Training wi II no doubt tak:e on its full 
meaning in the years to come. Joint action between public 
authorities, firms and the social partners wi I I bring about 
Improvements in continuing training, raise the level of workforce 
Qualifications in Europe - thereby assuring the competitiveness 
both of firms and the European economy. The Commission counts on 
the fact that this memorandum wi II contribute to promoting the 
debate on these issues, thereby consolidating the foundations for 
building effect lve training policies in the Member State and at 
CommunIty 1 eve 1 • 
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